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Planes follows Dusty Crophopper (voiced by Dane Cook), a big-hearted, speed-loving crop duster

who dreams of competing in the toughest and most exhilarating around-the-world air race in history.

With the support of friends old and new, Dusty reaches heights he never dreamed possibleâ€”and in

the process, gives the world the inspiration to soar. Boys ages 3â€“7 who love Disney/Pixar Cars

can join the fun with this 96-page coloring and activity book based on the hit movie, which includes

over 50 stickers!
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We included this "super" (it is!) coloring book in a big box of "Planes" related items as one of our

older grandson's Christmas gifts, and it really is a nice book. Counted 52 stickers that your

youngster can adhere (be warned that the emphasis is on ADHERE... once they're placed, they

can't be removed and re-stuck), and of the 98 pages, 71 (including the title page) are for coloring,

with 27 activity pages interspersed. The coloring pages do a nice job of covering the plot of the

movie, and mention all of the significant characters. There are a nice variety of different activity

pages (mazes, word finds, finding differences, matching, word scrambles, etc.) that make this a

perfect take-along on a long car ride, or during any adult oriented event where children are easily

bored, and you'd prefer they "be seen but not heard". Lots of stuff to keep them happy and



occupied, and with the bonus of some logic exercises! And another neat thing I noticed... the pages

are perforated so your youngster can pluck out a special page for Grandma! (All of us grandmas

have refrigerators in need of decorating with our grandkids' artwork!) 's $3.59 price was under the

imprinted $3.99 price on the back cover, so we were happy with that as well.

I thought my kids would get a kick out of this Planes coloring book. They certainly are eager for the

upcoming movie. I received it 2 weeks ago and it still hasn't been colored in. Why? My oldest (6)

claims the pictures are too small and lines too fine. Most her coloring books have large pictures with

thick black lines to stay in. This book has very fine lined pictures. As the adult, I am baffled by her

logic. I think the pictures of movie aircraft are great looking and really have some level of artistic

quality to them. Basically, the finer lines allow for more airplane detail. To the 6 year old, it's too

difficult. So she takes a pass. Weird. I give it 4 stars for the "I like it" standard. I do like it. But I do

not "love it" because of my kids, mostly my 6 year old, not using it.

Our grandsons loves this coloring/activity book. I tear out the pages and set them up at their kidlet

table. Nice to have boy friendly creative options like Disney Cars & Planes (when their parents were

little, it was Toy Story's Buzz & Woody that our boy loved).. No big social agenda, just great stories

where good guys push through, get stronger, and win with integrity. Nice life lesson messages in

pint size stories. Well done.

My son loves this. Not only is this a coloring book, but also a story book as well. He enjoys telling

the story that is on the pages.

If your little one has seen the movie, they will probably love this coloring book. My son is five, and is

delayed on his fine motor skills so that coloring is not as easy for him, but he loves coloring in this

book. Because it is from the Planes movie, he gets excited coloring in picture after picture, and

talking about the movie. So it is a great motivator for those kids who love the movie, but may or may

not be in to coloring. He doesn't care that he can't always stay in the lines. And he enjoys coloring

the characters any color he wants. :)Just glad I found more of these coloring books on , as they

have sold out in our local stores.

My son likes to color the pictures and if he's happy that's what matters. He likes most thingsDisney

related.



We haven't seen the movie yet but the kids love coloring the pictures in this book. Great fun for the

little ones.

It's a coloring book. It's got planes and clouds. My twin sons seem to enjoy coloring in it - they're 2.
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